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UNITISED TRAFFIC REPORT – Q3 2022 

ABOUT THE IMDO  

The Irish Maritime Development Office (IMDO) is Ireland’s dedicated development, promotional and marketing agency for 

the shipping and shipping services sector. The IMDO is the Irish government agency which provides support to national and 

international maritime businesses in Ireland. It is the aim of the IMDO to be the focal point for maritime business in Ireland. 

The IMDO provides government and industry with a range of information and reporting across the sector and works with 

international businesses to help them set up or expand in Ireland. 

Along with quarterly economic analysis and academic research, the IMDO produces an annual statistical bulletin on the Irish 

shipping market; The Irish Maritime Transport Economist. This is Ireland’s most comprehensive source of national maritime 

traffic data. Past editions of the Irish Maritime Transport Economist are available from the IMDO website.  
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NOTES 
 

1. UK Landbridge: The UK Landbridge is a term used to describe a route to market that connects Irish importers and 

exporters to international markets via the UK road and ports network. It is a strategically important means of access 

to the single market that has been favoured by traders in high value or time sensitive goods because it offers 

significantly faster transit times than alternative routes. The reintroduction of customs controls as a consequence of 

Brexit increases transit times and places additional costs on Irish businesses that undermines their competitiveness 

in accessing international markets. 

 

2. RoRo (Roll-on Roll-off): RoRo involves vessels designed to carry wheeled cargo, such as cars, trucks, semi-trailer 

trucks, trailers, etc., that can be driven on and off the ship on their own wheels, or using a platform vehicle, such as 

a self-propelled modular transporter. 

 

3. LoLo (Lift-on Lift-off): LoLo involves a specific ship that engages in the transportation of containerized freight, that is 

loaded and unloaded by ship-to-shore cranes.  

 

4. TEU: The twenty-foot equivalent unit (often TEU or teu) is a unit of cargo often used to describe the capacity of 

container ships and container terminals. 

 

5. RoPax:  The sector that uses vessels capable of carrying passengers, passenger vehicles, and RoRo freight 

 

6. Ireland / ROI: Republic of Ireland 

 

7. NI: Northern Ireland 

 

8. GB: Great Britain 

 

9. ROI – EU: RoRo services operating between Dublin, Cork or Rosslare Europort, and a mainland European Port that is 

inside the European Union 

 

10. ROI – GB: RoRo services operating between Dublin, Cork or Rosslare Europort, and a port in Great Britain.  

 

11. For Data requests, please contact the IMDO team.   
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UNITISED TRAFFIC GROWTH IN Q3 2022 (Vs Q3 2021) 
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Executive Summary 
RoRo  

In Q3 2022, the volume of RoRo traffic decline by 1% when compared to the same period in 2021. When compared to 

the third quarter of 2020, RoRo traffic declined by 4%. 

RoRo traffic on direct EU routes declined by 2% compared to Q3 2021, while traffic on GB routes was unchanged 

compared to Q3 2021. More than 18 months after the end of the Brexit transition period, the shift towards direct EU 

RoRo routes is so far holding firm. There is yet to be any large or significant shift away from this trend.  

Despite its close comparison with recent years, Q3 2022 volumes represent a below trend performance for total Irish 

RoRo traffic. In 2020 and 2021, with the effects of COVID-19 measures and Brexit posing a significant risk to Irish trade, 

Irish RoRo traffic was resilient and held constant at, or very slightly below, 2019 levels.  

2022 is the first period in which the worst effects of COVID-19 and Brexit have passed, and the first half of the year 

showed promising signs of a return to pre-pandemic, pre-Brexit growth. Using the IMDO’s iShip index, a quarterly 

weighted indicator that outlines trends within Ireland’s shipping industry, the long term trend of Irish RoRo traffic 

predicts that 2022 should average between 300,00 - 305,000 units per quarter. In the first and second quarters of this 

year, 300,000 and 306,000 units were handled respectively  

Failure to surpass 300,000 units in Q3 2022 therefore represents a slight underperformance for this sector of maritime 

traffic. Unsurprisingly then, this is reflected in the performance of the broader Irish economy, where inflation is 

forecasted to reach 8% in 2022.  

LoLo 

In the third quarter of 2022, LoLo traffic declined by 1% when compared to the same period in 2021. When compared to 

Q3 2020, LoLo traffic rose by 9%.  

Prior to Brexit, LoLo traffic in Ireland peaked in 2019, recording 1.06m TEU’s in that year, and averaging approximately 

265,000 TEUs per quarter. LoLo traffic is now averaging roughly 297,000 TEUs per quarter, and is on course to surpass 

1.2m TEU’s in 2022 for the first time.  

However, when considering the post-Brexit trajectory of LoLo traffic in isolation, a volume of 296,368 TEU’s does 

represent a slight slowdown in post-Brexit growth. The IMDO’s analysis suggests that, had LoLo traffic stayed on its post-

Brexit trajectory, it would have recorded approximately 299,000 TEU’s this quarter, before surpassing 300,000 per 

quarter in 2023.  

Overall however, Brexit has had a large and positive effect on LoLo traffic at Irish ports. The same factors that drove a 

surge in ROI – EU RoRo traffic also drove increases in LoLo traffic.  

Conclusions  

Unitised freight traffic at Irish ports remains strong, but some momentum from the first half of 2022 has been lost, due 

mainly to the severe economic headwinds evident in the domestic economy and that of the UK and Euro Area.  

Despite this, Irish port traffic is exhibiting considerable resilience to hold onto current volumes in the face of these 

economic challenges. Inflation is forecasted to reach 8% in 2022, personal consumption has been downgraded 
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compared to early 20221, and consumer sentiment is significantly lower than a year ago.2 All of these indicators are 

closely linked to the performance of the unitised freight sector, i.e. RoRo and LoLo, at Irish ports.  

Elsewhere, in the RoRo passenger market, volumes were double that of Q3 2021, and are now just 10% below Q3 2019, 

or pre-pandemic levels. This is welcome news to operators who have faced considerable challenges over the last two 

years due to international travel restrictions.  

For more information on any of the analysis provided in this report, please do not hesitate to get in touch with the IMDO 

team.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 Central Bank of Ireland, Quarterly Bulletin No.4 2022 
2 Irish League of Credit Union, Consumer Sentiment Index October 2022.  

https://www.centralbank.ie/docs/default-source/publications/quarterly-bulletins/qb-archive/2022/quarterly-bulletin-q4-2022.pdf?sfvrsn=1666951d_6
https://www.creditunion.ie/news/consumer-sentiment-index/
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1. Roll – on / Roll – off (RoRo) Market  
Table 1 details the volume of RoRo traffic on the island of Ireland in the third quarter of 2020, 2021 and 2022.  

Table 1: All - Island RoRo Units, Accompanied & Unaccompanied, Q3 2020 – Q3 202213 
 

Q3 2020 Q3 2021 Q3 2022 Growth Vs 2021 Diff Vs 2021  
RoRo Units RoRo Units RoRo Units (%) RoRo Units 

Cork 427 1,889 1,825 -3% -64 
Dublin 276,265 251,056 249,039 -1% -2,017 

Rosslare 32,038 45,147 45,093 0% -55 
ROI 308,730 298,092 295,957 -1% -2,136       

NI 217,968 236,961 218,592 -8% -18,369       

All - Island 526,698 535,053 514,549 -4% -20,505 
Source: IMDO 

In the third quarter of 2022, total RoRo traffic in the Republic of Ireland declined by 1% compared to the same period in 

2021. When compared to the third quarter of 2020, RoRo traffic declined by 4%. Figure 1 below shows the performance 

of Republic of Ireland RoRo traffic in the third quarter of each year for the last four years.  

 

Figure 1: Q3 RoRo Traffic, Republic of Ireland, 2019 – 2022 

 

Source: IMDO  

                                                           
3 For more information on the breakdown of Accompanied & Unaccompanied RoRo Traffic, please contact the IMDO team. 
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As evident in Figure 1, Q3 2022 is in line with both 2019 and 2021 data, with volumes just 1% below each of those years.  

Q3 2022 returns are 4%, or roughly 13,000 units, below 2020 levels however. This is explained predominantly by two 

factors. The first is that COVID-19 measures in place throughout Q3 2020 meant that much of the service industry in 

Ireland remained closed. This drove demand for finished, durable goods that are mainly handled by the unitised freight 

sector at Irish ports. The second is that this period recorded the beginning of a large pre-Brexit stockpile, in anticipation 

of the end of the transition period on January 1st 2021.  

Despite its close comparison with recent years, Q3 2022 volumes represent a below trend performance for Irish RoRo 

traffic. Between 2014 and 2019, Irish RoRo traffic grew strongly and consistently each year, driven by the recovery in the 

Irish economy following the global financial crash of 2008. Even in 2020 and 2021, with the effects of COVID-19 measures 

and new trading arrangements with the UK posing a significant risk to Irish trade, Irish RoRo traffic was resilient, and held 

constant at, or very slightly below, 2019 levels.  

2022 is the first period in which the worst effects of COVID-19 and Brexit have passed, and the first half of the year showed 

promising signs of a return to pre-pandemic, pre-Brexit growth. Using the IMDO’s iShip index, a quarterly weighted 

indicator that outlines trends within Ireland’s shipping industry, the long term trend of Irish RoRo traffic predicts that 2022 

should average between 300,00 - 305,000 units per quarter. In the first and second quarters of this year, 300,000 and 

306,000 units were handled respectively, in line with this long term upward trend.  

Failure to surpass 300,000 units in Q3 2022 therefore represents an underperformance for this sector of maritime traffic. 

Unsurprisingly then, this underperformance of RoRo traffic is reflected in the performance of the broader Irish economy. 

Inflation is forecasted to reach 8% in 2022, personal consumption has been downgraded compared to early 20224, and 

consumer sentiment is significantly lower than a year ago.5 All of these indicators are closely linked to the performance of 

the unitised freight sector, i.e. RoRo and LoLo, at Irish ports.  

Dublin Port  

As detailed in Table 1, Dublin Port RoRo traffic declined by 1% in the third quarter of 2022, recording 249,039 units. Like 

total Irish RoRo traffic, Q3 2022 volumes at Dublin Port represent a slight underperformance, and a sign that headwinds 

in the Irish economy are beginning to have an effect on port traffic. Dublin Port currently holds an 84% share of Irish RoRo 

traffic. As a result, the performance at Dublin is reflected in the performance of the entire Irish RoRo market.  

To better understand RoRo volumes at Dublin Port, and to identify periods of growth or contraction, pre-Brexit and post-

Brexit traffic should be considered. Like Irish RoRo traffic, Dublin Port volumes grew strongly during the period of Irish 

economic recovery between 2014 and 2019. In 2020, Dublin showed its resilience by holding onto these gains. Significant 

declines in the first half of the year due to COVID-19 measures were largely recouped in the second half of the year, due 

to post-restriction surges and the building of pre-Brexit stockpiles.  

In the 21 months since the end of the Brexit transition period however, total Dublin RoRo traffic has suffered some losses. 

Again using the IMDO’s iShip index to identify long term trends, had Dublin RoRo traffic continued on the trajectory 

exhibited prior to 2021, a quarterly average of between 275,000 – 280,000 units would have been expected for 2022. 

Instead, Dublin RoRo volumes have averaged 250,000 units per quarter since the end of the Brexit transition period.6 In 

Q3 2022, Dublin Port recorded 249,039 units, a performance that is very slightly below its post-Brexit average.  

                                                           
4 Central Bank of Ireland, Quarterly Bulletin No.4 2022 
5 Irish League of Credit Union, Consumer Sentiment Index October 2022.  
6 Excluding Q1 2022, wherein the pre-Brexit wherein the worst of the pre-Brexit stockpiling effect distorted traffic volumes.  

https://www.centralbank.ie/docs/default-source/publications/quarterly-bulletins/qb-archive/2022/quarterly-bulletin-q4-2022.pdf?sfvrsn=1666951d_6
https://www.creditunion.ie/news/consumer-sentiment-index/
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In all, had Brexit not occurred, Dublin Port RoRo traffic was on course to record volumes roughly 10% higher than it is 

currently averaging in 2022. As discussed in detail in recent IMDO reports, the post-Brexit decline in Dublin RoRo traffic 

was driven largely by two factors.  

First, a reduction in the use of the UK Landbridge7 drove a surge in demand for direct services to mainland European ports 

and a significant decline on GB services. Post-Brexit, Dublin Port has recorded significant increases in its own direct EU 

RoRo traffic, but some of this traffic also transferred to direct RoRo services from Rosslare Europort and the Port of Cork. 

In addition, some of this traffic has moved towards LoLo services via Dublin, Cork and / or Waterford, the vast majority of 

which are direct to mainland European shipping hubs. This increase in intermodal competition has also negatively affected 

Dublin RoRo traffic.  

Second, Northern Irish importers and exporters reduced their use of Dublin Port as a means of access to markets in 

Southern England and Wales, choosing instead to switch to Northern Irish RoRo services, thus avoiding the need to enter 

and exit the EU customs territory.  

As a result of these two trends, the decline in GB traffic at Dublin Port has outweighed the increase in direct EU traffic in 

the 21 months since the end of the Brexit transition period.   

Rosslare Europort  

Growth in RoRo traffic at Rosslare Europort was flat in Q3 2022, as the port handled just over 45,000 units. As with Dublin 

Port, in order to fully analyse RoRo traffic at Rosslare Europort, pre-Brexit and post-Brexit volumes should be considered.  

Brexit had a large and positive effect on RoRo traffic through Rosslare. In 2019 and 2020, Rosslare averaged roughly 30,000 

units per quarter. Since 2021, quarterly RoRo traffic has averaged 46,000 units with little variability throughout. As a 

consequence of Brexit occurring therefore, RoRo traffic at the port is consistently more than 50% above what would have 

otherwise been expected each quarter.  

The reasons behind this shift have been documented in detail in recent IMDO reporting. In summary, direct EU traffic, i.e. 

RoRo traffic on routes direct from Irish ports to mainland European ports, doubled in 2021, adding 185,000 units, a trend 

that has continued into 2022. Rosslare Europort captured half of this new direct demand, adding over 90,000 units in the 

process, and far outstripping its previous share of direct EU RoRo traffic of roughly 13% held in the years leading up to 

Brexit. Rosslare now represents one third of all ROI – EU RoRo traffic.  

Third quarter traffic at Rosslare Europort should therefore be viewed in the context of the post-Brexit era. In the seven 

quarters that have passed since the end of the Brexit transition period, the latest quarter recorded the lowest RoRo 

volume, albeit by a very small margin. However, this is another indication that growth may be beginning to slow at Irish 

ports, in line with the worsening of key economic indicators in the broader Irish economy.  

The Port of Cork  

Like Rosslare Europort, Brexit has also had a large and positive effect on RoRo traffic at Cork. 2019 was a peak year for 

Cork RoRo traffic, with 1,400 units averaged each quarter. In the seven quarters post-Brexit, this average has risen to 2,100 

units each quarter, with 2022 being especially buoyant in terms of RoRo volume. However, as evident in Table 1, Q3 2022 

recorded 1,825 units, significantly below this post-Brexit average. This was driven predominantly by the announcement 

that a Cork – Zeebrugge service operated by Grimaldi would move to Rosslare Europort. Finnlines, a Finnish shipping 

                                                           
7 See Notes for a description of the UK Landbridge 
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company that is part of the Grimaldi Group, will operate the service from Rosslare. This is reflective of the competitive 

environment which ports operate in, and has been heightened post-Brexit.  
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A. Post-Brexit Traffic Patterns: EU & GB RoRo Traffic 

 

(i) GB RoRo Traffic  
 

Table 2 details the volume of RoRo units carried on ROI – GB and NI – GB services in the third quarter of 2020, 2021 and 

2022.  

Table 2: ROI – GB RoRo Units, Accompanied & Unaccompanied, Q3 2020 – Q3 20221 

    Dublin - GB Rosslare - GB ROI - GB NI - GB 

Total Q3 Q3 2020 234,160 25,328 259,488 217,968 

Q3 2021 183,731 17,045 200,776 236,961 

Q3 2022 185,149 15,532 200,681 218,592 

Growth Vs 2021 (%) 1% -9% 0% -8% 

Growth Vs 2020 (%) -21% -39% -23% 0% 

Source: IMDO  

To fully understand the performance of ROI – GB RoRo traffic in the third quarter of 2022, it is important to consider pre-

Brexit and post-Brexit trends. Post-Brexit, ROI – GB is significantly lower, due to the following three main factors; the 

decline in the use of the UK Landbridge, a decline in Northern Irish importers and exporters using ROI – GB routes as a 

means of accessing southern UK markets, and the relocation of some large retail warehouses from central UK to mainland 

Europe.  These factors have been discussed in detail in previous IMDO reporting, most recently the Q2 Unitised Traffic 

Report8.  

The decline in ROI – GB traffic has consistently been 20% below 2019 levels, with average quarterly volumes falling from 

approximately 250,000 in that year, to approximately 200,000 in 2021 and 2022. As shown in Table 2, Q3 2022 recorded 

200,681 units on ROI – GB routes, in line with this post-Brexit pattern.  

In Figure 2 below, pre-Brexit 2019 ROI - GB volumes are compared to post-Brexit volumes from 2021 and 2022. Figure 2 

illustrates the consistency in ROI – GB traffic in the post-Brexit era. There has been no significant momentum in either 

direction for ROI – GB traffic in the past twelve months.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
8 Unitised Traffic Report Q2 2022  

file:///C:/Users/dfallenbailey/OneDrive%20-%20Marine%20Institute/Desktop/IMDO%20Q2%202022%20Unitised%20Traffic%20Report.pdf
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Figure 2: ROI – GB RoRo Traffic, 2019 Vs 2021/22 (000’s units)9  

 

Source: IMDO  

Northern Ireland  

Table 2 also details the volume of RoRo traffic carried on NI – GB routes, which include the ports of Belfast, Larne and 

Warrenpoint. Post-Brexit RoRo volumes in Northern Ireland rose significantly as many Northern Irish importers and 

exporters transferred traffic to the three aforementioned ports as a means of accessing Southern UK markets10. The use 

of Irish ports by Northern Irish traders as a route to UK markets can be referred to as the ‘Irish Landbridge.’ A reduction 

in the use of the Irish Landbridge represents a loss of traffic to Irish ports. However, with new rounds of Brexit customs 

procedures still due to be implemented, there remains significant uncertainty surrounding this trend.  

In 2018 and 2019, Northern Irish RoRo traffic averaged roughly 212,000 units per quarter. In the first 18 months after 

Brexit, this average rose to roughly 230,000 units, an increase of 8%. In Q3 2022, 218,592 units were recorded, the lowest 

quarterly total of the post-Brexit era. The economic headwinds outlined in Section 1, particularly the rise in inflation, has 

impacted upon the outlook for the economy of Northern Ireland. This was highlighted in PWC’s latest economic projection;   

                                                           
9 2020 has been excluded due to the fluctuation in traffic volumes caused by COVID-19 measures, as well as the pre-Brexit 
stockpiling effect. 2019 is an effective benchmark to compare post-Brexit RoRo volumes.  
10 See Irish Maritime Transport Economist, Vol 19 for more detail on this issue.  

https://www.imdo.ie/Home/sites/default/files/IMDOFiles/14298%20IMDO%20IMTE%20Vol%2019%202022%20%28003%29.pdf
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“The PwC Economic Outlook indicates that NI workers are facing a c.£2,000 hit to their real wages by the end of the year, 

as the economy confronts a highly volatile and uncertain inflationary outlook” 

PWC Economic Outlook, Sept 202211 

The decline in Q3 RoRo traffic at Northern Irish ports may therefore be driven entirely by a slowdown in local economic 

activity. However, as highlighted by the IMDO, the RoRo market on the island of Ireland is highly competitive and Irish 

ports will look to regain ‘Irish Landbridge’ traffic that has been lost post-Brexit. This may be another factor behind 

fluctuating RoRo volumes at ports on the island of Ireland. The IMDO continues to monitor these trends closely.  

 

(ii) EU RoRo Traffic  
 

Table 3 details the volume of RoRo units carried on direct ROI – EU services in the third quarter of 2020, 2021 and 2022.  

Table 3: ROI – EU RoRo Units, Accompanied & Unaccompanied, Q3 2020 – Q3 20221 

    Cork - EU Dublin - EU Rosslare - EU ROI - EU 

Total Q3 Q3 2020 427 42,105 6,710 49,242 

Q3 2021 1,889 67,325 28,103 97,317 

Q3 2022 1,825 63,890 29,561 95,276 

Growth Vs 2021 (%) -3% -5% 5% -2% 

Growth Vs 2020 (%) 327% 52% 341% 93% 
Source: IMDO  

In the first 18 months of Brexit, RoRo traffic on direct routes to mainland European ports averaged roughly 100,000 units 

each quarter. This is compared to an average of 47,000 units per quarter recorded in 2019. The remarkable rise in post-

Brexit volumes on direct RoRo routes has been driven by the same factors that caused sharp declines in ROI – GB RoRo 

traffic; a reduction in UK Landbridge traffic and the relocation of some large retail warehouses from central UK to mainland 

Europe. Both of these factors are motivated by the desire to bypass the administrative cost associated with customs 

requirements at UK ports.  

As shown in Table 3, a total of 95,276 units were carried on direct routes in Q3 2022. This is the lowest quarterly total for 

ROI – EU traffic in the post-Brexit era.12 The majority of this decline came on Dublin – EU routes, which represent two 

thirds of all ROI – EU RoRo traffic. In Rosslare Europort, volumes were buoyed by the introduction of a new service to the 

port of Zeebrugge, which will be operated by Finnlines. This service had been operating from Cork prior to the summer of 

2022.13  

The decline in ROI – EU traffic in Q3 2022 follows three quarters of consecutive growth, which peaked in Q2 2022, where 

103,000 units were carried on direct RoRo routes. It is likely that the fall in EU RoRo traffic is emblematic of two forces 

that are currently relevant within Irish international trade. First, the inflationary forces and downgrading of domestic 

demand forecasts, detailed in Section 1, may be beginning to effect these volumes. Alternatively, heightened competition 

                                                           
11 PWC Economic Outlook, Sept 2022  
12 This excludes the first quarter of 2021, wherein there were severe COVID-19 restrictions on economic activity, coupled with a 
Brexit stockpiling effect, suppressed RoRo traffic on almost all routes. In that period, 88,843 RoRo units were carried direct EU 
routes. 
13 See Section 1 for more details  

https://www.pwc.co.uk/press-room/press-releases/regions/northern-ireland/northern-ireland-economic-outlook-september-2022.html#:~:text=Growth%20in%20Northern%20Ireland%20(NI,points%20below%20the%20UK%20average.
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from elsewhere in the unitised traffic sector may be causing changes to ROI – EU volumes. ROI – GB RoRo routes which 

can facilitate UK Landbridge traffic, and LoLo services which also sail directly into large European port hubs, are viable 

alternative to direct ROI – EU RoRo routes. ROI – GB routes have held onto their post-Brexit average of 200,000 units per 

quarter, and LoLo traffic remains robust (See Section 2). This is despite the negative economic conditions outlined above.  

As highlighted before by the IMDO, the Irish unitised freight sector is extremely competitive, and has proven its dynamism 

and adaptability in the post-Brexit era when reorganizing schedule offerings in order to follow demand from Irish traders. 

A combination of weaker economic forecast and increased competition is the most likely factor behind the decline in EU 

RoRo traffic in Q3 2022. The IMDO continues to monitor these trends closely.   
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2. Lift – on / Lift – off (LoLo) Market  
Table 4 details the volume of LoLo TEUs handled on the island of Ireland between Q3 2020 and Q3 2022. 

Table 4: All - Island LoLo TEUs, Q3 2020 – Q3 2022 
 

Q3 2020 Q3 2021 Q3 2022 Growth Vs 2021  
TEUs TEUs TEUs (%) 

Cork 66,026 74,691 72,353 -3% 
Dublin 192,166 212,340 209,725 -1% 

Waterford 14,696 12,736 14,290 12% 
ROI 272,887 299,767 296,368 -1%      

NI 52,084 65,072 55,156 -15%      

All - Island 324,971 364,839 351,523 -4% 
Source: IMDO  

In the third quarter of 2022, LoLo traffic declined by 1% when compared to the same period in 2021. When compared to 

Q3 2020, LoLo traffic rose by 9%.  

Prior to Brexit, LoLo traffic in Ireland peaked in 2019, recording 1.06m TEU’s in that year, and averaging approximately 

265,000 TEUs per quarter. In 2021, this average rose to 294,000 TEUs a quarter. In 2022, further gains have been made, 

with LoLo traffic now averaging roughly 297,000 TEUs per quarter. LoLo traffic is on course to surpass 1.2m TEU’s in 

2022 for the first time.  

However, when considering the post-Brexit trajectory of LoLo traffic in isolation, a volume of 296,368 TEU’s does 

represent a slight slowdown in post-Brexit growth. As was detailed in Section 1 on the Irish RoRo market, the IMDO’s 

iShip index is a useful indicator to uncover the long term trajectory of Irish unitised traffic. The IMDO’s analysis suggests 

that, had LoLo traffic stayed on its post-Brexit trajectory, it would have recorded approximately 299,000 TEU’s this 

quarter, before surpassing 300,000 per quarter in 2023. A total of 296,368 therefore represents a slight 

underperformance based on recent trends.  

Overall however, Brexit has had a large and positive effect on LoLo traffic at Irish ports. The same factors that drove a 

surge in ROI – EU RoRo traffic also drove increases in LoLo traffic. This is underpinned by the motivation of Irish 

importers and exporters who require access to mainland European markets to avoid the administrative burden of 

customs declarations at UK ports, instead choosing to avail of services that import / export products directly to 

European transport hubs such as Rotterdam or Antwerp. 87% of LoLo traffic from Irish ports is to / from ports in Belgium 

and The Netherlands, meaning LoLo traffic has been well placed to benefit from increased demand for direct access to 

such ports.  

Despite the slowdown in LoLo traffic growth in Q3 2022, a total of just over 296,000 TEUs remains extremely robust. To 

underpin this conclusion, it is useful to look outside of Brexit considerations, and instead to the global containership 

market. 2021 was a remarkable year for global container trade. With service industries largely shut due to COVID-19 

restrictions, including in Ireland, a significant portion of disposable incomes in large economies was redirected to 

finished, durable goods14. This put pressure on global containership capacity, precisely at a time when the supply chain 

of new vessel capacity was being disrupted due to COVID-19 related factory closures. In addition, the sharp rise in 

                                                           
14  “COVID-19 causes a spike in spending on durable goods” – U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Nov 2021. This trend is also detailed 
extensively in the IMDO’s annual report, The Irish Maritime Transport Economist, Vol 19 

https://www.bls.gov/opub/mlr/2021/beyond-bls/covid-19-causes-a-spike-in-spending-on-durable-goods.htm
https://www.imdo.ie/Home/sites/default/files/IMDOFiles/14298%20IMDO%20IMTE%20Vol%2019%202022%20%28003%29.pdf
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demand for this mode of shipping meant that port congestion rose to unusually high levels, particularly in large port 

hubs in Eastern China and the West Coast of the United States, as recorded by Clarkson’s Research.15 Port congestion, 

constrained supply of new vessels, and a surge in demand for shipping capacity was labelled as the ‘perfect storm’ for 

global importers and exporters16. The end result was an unprecedented rise in shipping freight rates.  

Irish LoLo operators generally employ what are known as ‘feeder’ vessels to transport their goods. These are 

containerships roughly in the range of 1000 TEU’s, that feed Irish goods to and from large trading hubs such as 

Rotterdam or Antwerp. In Figure 3, the quarterly timecharter rate for a 725 TEU feeder containership, a vessel common 

to Irish ports, is illustrated. Figure 3 shows the 200% increase in timecharter rates between the first quarters of 2021 

and 2022.  

Figure 3: Feeder Containership (725 TEU) Timecharter Rate, Q3 2019 – Q3 2022 

 

Source: Clarkson’s Shipping Intelligence Network 

Figure 3 also shows the decline in rates that has been recorded in the third quarter of 2022. As reported by Clarkson’s 

Research, global economic headwinds, the increase in the supply of new vessel capacity, the redirection of incomes back 

towards the service industry, is beginning to reduce rates to more ‘normal’ levels17, albeit significantly higher than pre-

COVID averages. Indeed, forecasts for global seaborne containership trade have been downgraded from 2.9% to 1.6% 

for 2023 by Clarkson’s Research.  

For LoLo traffic at Irish ports, volumes are so far holding onto gains made during this period of surging demand for 

goods. Despite the suppressive factors listed above, LoLo traffic is holding firm. This may change in the fourth quarter of 

2022, as some of the aforementioned economic headwinds, such as inflation, worsen as the Christmas trading period 

approaches.  In all, considerable resilience is currently being shown in the unitised freight sector in Ireland, despite the 

many challenges faced in the international trading environment.  

                                                           
15 Clarkson’s Container Intelligence Quarterly, Q1 2022.  
16 Clarkson’s Container Intelligence Quarterly, Q1 2022. 
17 Clarkson’s Container Intelligence Quarterly, Q4 2022. 
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3. Unitised Market Shares  
In this section, several Figures are provided that illustrate the current composition of the unitised freight sector in 

Ireland. In doing so, this will highlight how the characteristics of this sector has changed, particularly in the past three 

years. As detailed above, there has been a significant shift towards direct routes to mainland European ports, which 

affects both RoRo and LoLo services. There has also been a marked decline in RoRo traffic to GB ports. In addition, a 

trend towards unaccompanied RoRo traffic has persisted into 2022, and this is also illustrated in this section.  

Route Shares 

Figure 4 details the percentage share of ROI RoRo traffic carried on routes between Irish and GB ports (ROI – GB), and on 

routes between Irish and mainland European ports (ROI – EU).  Between 2012 and 2020, the share of RoRo traffic 

carried on direct EU routes remained relatively constant, between 15% and 17%. Immediately following the end of the 

Brexit transition period on 31st Dec 2020, the share of ROI RoRo traffic carried on these routes soared, as outlined in 

Section 1. By the end of 2021, one in three RoRo units travelled on a direct EU route, compared to roughly one in six pre-

Brexit. EU routes have held onto this share in the second year of Brexit, and remain at 33% entering the final quarter of 

2022.  

As evident in Figure 4, the gap between EU and GB routes has narrowed significantly, beginning in 2021.     

Figure 4: Share of RoRo Traffic by Route, ROI – GB Vs ROI – EU, 2012 - 2022 

 
Source: IMDO  

Port Shares  

Figure 5 presents the share of ROI – EU RoRo traffic held by each of Ireland’s three RoRo ports. There has been a marked 

change in the distribution of ROI – EU traffic post-Brexit. Rosslare Europort has increased its share of this traffic from 

11% in 2019, to 30% in 2022. This has been driven by the arrival of new services in 2020 and 2021 providing Irish 

importers and exporters with increased choice when deciding on a path to European markets. There have also been 
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several new entrants to the Irish RoRo market, beginning in 2020, in response to this increase in demand for direct 

access to mainland Europe.  

Overall, ROI – EU traffic volumes roughly doubled post-Brexit. As a result, all three Irish RoRo ports have recorded a 

marked increase in traffic on EU routes. The increase in Rosslare Europort however, has been such that its share of 

direct EU traffic has increased significantly in a short period of time.   

 

Figure 5: Share of ROI – EU RoRo Traffic by Port, 2019 Vs 2022  

Source: IMDO  

Regional Shares  

In Figure 6, the share of RoRo traffic held by ports in the Republic of Ireland (ROI % Share), and ports in Northern Ireland 

(NI % Share) is presented.  

Over the course of the last decade, ports in the Republic of Ireland gradually and consistently increased their share of al-

island traffic, from 53% in 2010, to 59% in 2020. This coincides with a period of Irish economic recovery from the 2008 

global financial crash, wherein Irish RoRo traffic grew strongly each year.  

Brexit caused a step change in the distribution of RoRo traffic on the island of Ireland. As outlined in in Section 1, 

Northern Irish importers and exporters have made greater use of Northern Irish ports post-Brexit, as a means of 

accessing markets in the Southern parts of the United Kingdom. Previously, many of these traders made use of frequent 

short sea services from Dublin Port and Rosslare Europort, to ports such as Holyhead, Pembroke and Fishguard. 

Operators at Dublin Port also provide frequent services to Heysham and Liverpool. As labelled in Section 1, the use of 

Irish ports by Northern Irish traders as a route to market can be referred to as the ‘Irish Landbridge.’  

There has been a marked reduction in the use of the Irish Landbridge post-Brexit, with many Northern Irish traders 

choosing to avoid exiting and entering the EU customs union. This represents a loss of traffic to Irish ports, and has 

altered the distribution of RoRo traffic on the island, as shown in Figure 6. The share of all-island RoRo traffic held by NI 

ports rose from 41% to 45% between 2020 and 2021. In 2022, ROI ports have regained some of this regional share. ROI 

ports currently account for 58% of all-island RoRo traffic.  
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Figure 6: Share of RoRo Traffic by Region, ROI Ports Vs NI Ports  

 

Modal Shares  

In the 2020 and 2021 annual reports published by the IMDO18, it was highlighted that the share of unaccompanied RoRo 

traffic in the Republic of Ireland has been increasing, and that this trend has been a persistent feature of the RoRo 

market since at least 2016.  

RoRo traffic can be either Accompanied, or Unaccompanied. Unaccompanied RoRo traffic refers to the transfer of RoRo 

units without a driver, and thus without a driver’s cab, accompanying the container on the vessel. Instead, the RoRo 

unit, or container, is dropped to the departure port by a driver. From there, it is loaded onto the vessel by port staff, and 

travels unaccompanied on the voyage. It is collected at the destination port by a local haulier.  

Unaccompanied RoRo traffic demands less physical capacity while on a vessel, as there is no driver’s cabin. However, it 

demands greater physical capacity at port terminals, compared to Accompanied traffic. This is because RoRo units are 

stored in slots at port terminals while they await loading onto a vessel, or collection by a local haulier. Consequently, 

increases in Unaccompanied traffic have knock-on effects for the long term capacity calculations for Ireland’s RoRo 

ports.  

Beginning in January 2021, the trend towards Unaccompanied RoRo traffic accelerated. The widening gap between the 

shares of Accompanied and Unaccompanied RoRo traffic is illustrated in Figure 7 below. The share of Unaccompanied 

RoRo has risen from 60% in 2016, to 71% in 2022. Between 2020 and 2021 alone, the share of Unaccompanied traffic 

rose from 67% to 71%. 

                                                           
18 Irish Maritime Transport Economist, Vol 19, Irish Maritime Transport Economist, Vol 18  
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There are two main drivers of this modal shift. Firstly, the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic accelerated the growth in 

the share of Unaccompanied RoRo. Health & safety issues alongside restrictions on the travel of international freight 

drivers meant that Unaccompanied traffic recorded shallower declines and a faster recovery during the first wave of the 

pandemic.  

Secondly, the rise in direct EU traffic will naturally be followed by a rise in Unaccompanied volume. Traffic on ROI – EU 

routes makes disproportionate use of the Unaccompanied mode due to, among other things, the significantly longer 

journey times on direct routes. The increase in ROI – EU RoRo traffic has been the most significant driver of 

Unaccompanied RoRo traffic in 2021 and 2022.  

Figure 7: RoRo Traffic Shares by Mode, Accompanied Vs Unaccompanied, 2009 - 2022 

 
Source: IMDO  

Modal Competition  

Figure 8 presents the share of unitised freight traffic at Irish ports held by the RoRo mode and by the LoLo mode. 

Unitised freight traffic refers to both RoRo and LoLo, as the freight carried on both is in containerised, or unitsed, form. 

RoRo is measured in units, where one unit refers to one container, either accompanied or unaccompanied. LoLo traffic is 

measured in Twenty Foot Equivalent Units, or TEU’s, which is an internationally recognised unit of measurement for a 

shipping container. To compare both modes, they are both converted to tonnes. As with previous IMDO reporting, and 

as is the case for the IMDO’s iShip index, one RoRo units is equivalent to 14 tonnes, while one LoLo unit is equivalent to 

10 tonnes.  

As detailed in Section 1, there has been a sharp increase in competition between the two modes post-Brexit. As the vast 

majority of LoLo traffic from Irish ports is on direct routes to mainland European ports already, LoLo operators have 

benefitted from the post-Brexit demand for such services in order to avoid customs requirements at GB ports. For this 

reason, LoLo traffic has increased its share of Irish unitised freight from 39% in 2020, to 42% in 2021 and 41% in 2022.  
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Figure 8: Share of Irish Unitised Freight Traffic, by Mode, RoRo Vs LoLo, 2012 – 2022 

 
Source: IMDO   
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4. Passenger Market  
Table 5 details the volume of passengers that travelled through Irish and Northern Irish ports between Q3 2019 and Q3 

202219. 2019 is included as this provides a pre-pandemic benchmark against which the recovery in maritime passenger 

traffic can be measured. 

Table 5: All - Island Passenger Numbers, Q3 2019 – Q3 2022 
 

Q3 2019 Q3 2020 Q3 2021 Q3 2022 Growth Vs 2021 Growth Vs 2019 

Cork 59,735 4,650 16,190 61,104 277% 2% 
Dublin 728,340 182,658 314,677 633,967 101% -13% 

Rosslare 254,717 57,100 122,411 241,104 97% -5% 
ROI 1,042,792 244,408 453,278 936,175 107% -10%        

NI 667,966 357,534 729,524 720,726 -1% 8%        

All Island 1,710,758 601,942 1,182,802 1,656,901 40% -3% 
       
       

 

The third quarter of a given year is typically the busiest for maritime passengers. Operators have faced severe challenges 

throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, as restrictions on international travel caused passenger numbers to collapse. 

Passengers are an important part of the revenue model for RoRo operators. Q3 2022 represents the first busy summer 

period since 2019 wherein there were no restrictions on international travel. As such, operators have been keen to 

recoup some losses and return to pre-pandemic volumes.  

As evident in Table 5, maritime passenger numbers at Irish ports doubled in the third quarter 2022 compared to 2021, 

wherein some restrictions on travel and economic activity were still in place. When compared to 2019, volumes are still 

10% below this benchmark. However, this is the closest that RoRo operators have come to returning to pre-pandemic 

passenger levels. In Cork, passenger numbers were even slightly above those recorded in Q3 2019. 

This is welcome news for an industry that faced immense challenges during the pandemic. The resilience and 

adaptability shown by the RoRo market in facing this loss of revenue and still maintaining full schedule offerings is a 

remarkable achievement, and ensured uninterrupted Irish trade flows during that period.  

                                                           
19 In order separate the volume of tourist passengers from commercial passengers (such as drivers, crew etc.), some estimates are 
included in Table 5. These figures may be subject to revision in later IMDO reports 


